Pool Construction Process

Below is a brief timeline of your pool construction process
Design

Contract & Color Selections: This is the time where you will meet with Myrick
Pools personnel to pick your pool tile, interior and materials and finilize your pool
details as well as sign your construction contract.

Permits & HOA Approvals: This process and take up to 30 days depending on your HOA
meeting dates and the building department.

Irrigation Cap: This is the time to have your irrigation system capped off in the area of where
your pool is to be constructed. This will prevent any torn or broken irrigation lines in your
irrigation system and prepare for the construction process.
SOD Removal: Sod is stripped in the area where your
pool will be constructed

Pool Layout: This is the first step in the actual
construction process. The excavation crew will set the
form boards and your new pool will begin to take shape. Strict attention is given to critical
dimension as our crew carves out the custom shape. Construction is typically 8 to 10 weeks from
excavation.
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Excavation: After the sod
has been stripped and the
forms laid out the excavation
of the pool can begin.
Sometimes there is dirt
leftover on the job that will be
removed at a later date
.O O

Steel: Our steel reinforcement schedule exceeds ANSI
standards for expansive soil conditions and is the basis for
our unsurpassed structural warranty.

Gunite: Pneumatically applied
under pressure to our
specifications. This process
creates the superior strength of a
Myrick Pool. The crew members
are masters at sculpting the
gunite structure of your Myrick
Pool.
Deck Grade: The excavation experts will come back and grade out the dirt to make way for the
pluming.
Plumbing: The hydraulic system for each and every Myrick Pool is
designed for safety, energy efficiency and water purity. State of the
art equipment ensures minimal effort to maintain you Masterpiece
Pool.
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Tile & Coping: Your selection of materials coupled
with our craftsmanship set the tone and style for the
project. Together we are truly creating art.

Equipment Set: You pool equipment will be installed by a
skilled professional. All plumbing to your pool will be
completed at this time. (If this is new home construction then
the pool equipment will be installed after the home has been
stucco and painted)

Electrical: Licensed electricians will schedule an appointment
to gain access to your main electrical panel and may need to
access your attic. Electrical service re-routes and panel upgrades are determined by the city and electrical codes. (This
takes place after pool equipment installation)

Termite Pre-Treat: Your deck will receive a termite
pre-treat provided by a licensed termite company prior
to the installation of the footer and/or deck pour.
INSPECTION: We will schedule
a Footer/deck inspection to be
performed by the building
department.
Footer Form & Pour: Size,
shape, design and location further set the tone for the
project. The crew will set the footer forms according
to plan. The crew will set the deck forms according to
plan. Depending on your deck type, acrylic, pavers or
travertine this step may just include footers.
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Paver/Travertine Set: The material you have
chosen for your pool deck becomes a focal point;
our crews are craftsmen and your Myrick Pool is
rapidly becoming a true work of art.

Screen Enclosure/Fence: Your screen enclosure or fence is
now ready to be installed. Our skilled craftsman will install
your screen enclosure according to the site specific screen
engineering and site plan.

Clean up/Pool Prep for Plaster: Our crew will
remove all construction debris, prepare the shell for
plaster.

INSPECTION: The building department requires a Pre-plaster Inspection. In
the event you have alarms you will need to be home to allow the inspector to
inspect the operation of the alarms, if you have a baby barrier fence the
inspector will inspect the baby barrier fence and the pool. This is a safety
inspection of the pool allowing us to move forward to plaster and put water in
your pool
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Pool Finish/Plaster:
Day 1: Your choice of interior material is the now
applied to your new pool. This is typically chosen at
contract.
Day 2: The next day the acid wash crew will come
and acid wash and prep for water fill. They will begin
to fill the pool immediately after acid wash. Your
lights will be installed at this time by the acid wash
crew. Please allow the water to fill until the water
reaches the middle of the skimmer/tile line. DO
NOT turn off the water for any reason until the water
is to the middle of the waterline tile. Turning off the water can result in a ring around the new pool
finish similar to a bath tub ring that can be almost impossible to remove.

Start up Pool Equipment: Once your Myrick Pool is full of water someone will come out and
start up your pool equipment so the pool water can start to circulate. Your returns and spa fitting if
any will be installed at this time. It may take a week for your pool to BLUE out and become
completely chemically balanced. Our staff is just a phone call away if you have questions or need
support.
Final Grade: The excavation experts will come back and grade out the construction area and
remove any debris and complete a final clean up of the yard.
Landscaping: It is the customers responsibility to landscape their property after the pool has been
installed. Most building departments REQUIRE landscaping to be complete for the Pool Final
Inspection so this part needs to be completed before we can obtain a pool final.
Final Inspection: This is the last step in the completion of your pool with
regards to permitting and inspections. A final inspection will be performed
by the building department. Alarms and/or baby barrier fence must be
operational and installed for the building official to perform this final task.
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Pool School/Instruction: Myrick Pools will assign someone to come
out and complete a POOL SCHOOL with you to familiarize yourself
with the operations of your pool equipment regarding the
maintenance and care of your new pool.

Walk Thru & Customer Handover (Dog not included) :
Myrick Pools personnel will
meet with you to do a walk thru.
You will be given a Customer
Care Manual at this time that will
have all the specifics about your
pool as well as important
information regarding the care of
your pool

YOUR POOL IS NOW
COMPLETE!

This is the time that you will be
required to take over the care of
your pool weather you do it
yourself or have a pool service.
We hope that you enjoy your new
pool and have many years of
enjoyment!
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